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In our joint paper, “Are Buchberger’s criteria necessary for the chain condition?” Definition 5
has a misplaced quantifier. The proper wording of Definition 5 should be as follows.
Definition 5 (Extended Criteria). We say that terms t1, t2, t3 satisfy the extended criteria and
write
Extended Criteria (t1, t2, t3)
if the terms satisfy the two conditions (EC div) and (EC var), where
(EC div) gcd (t1, t3) divides t2 or t2 divides lcm (t1, t3)
(EC var) for every variable x , (VBGx (t1, t3) or VBLx (t1, t2, t3)), where
VBGx (t1, t3) := min(degx t1, degx t3) = 0
VBLx (t1, t2, t3) := degx t2 ≤ max
(
degx t1, degx t3
)
. ♦
The correctness of Theorem 6 and its proof depend on this definition, which is equivalent
to the definition checked by the anonymous referees. One of the referees suggested the wording
above, and we agreed, but when we revised the wording, we did so wrongly. The definition stated
above is the wording suggested by the referee, to whom we express our gratitude.
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